Precise cut securely
SafeKnife, knife with safety beak and interchangeable blade

Application
Any application where the time saving
and the user's and goods' safety are
required for cutting plastic, paper, film,
cardboard up to 2 mm thick.
Industry, marine, building, etc. and any
activity using shrink or stretch film,
packaging cardboard, synthetic or textile
strapping.
Safety
 SafeKnife fits safely in the pocket. No more

cuts inadvertently or by mistake. Access to the
blade is lockable for absolute security.
 SafeKnife only cuts the packaging material
without cutting or scratching the product
behind the packaging, shrink or stretch film.

Operation
 The robust beak pierces easily the film or plastic and starts the

cutting at any place.

 A flexible plastic dampener maintains the film, the plastic or the

paper in constant contact with the blade to allow cutting without
having to hold it.
 A metal part, rounded and placed on SafeKnife top allows to cut
quickly and safely the adhesive tape sealing the various
packagings.
 The handle has a hanging hole at its extremity.

 Its ergonomic design facilitates the work in all

positions.

207 mm

Overall width

68 mm

Net weight

67 g

Blade change time

RIPACK® 12-14

Option: Case of 10
spare blades made
of high quality steel
usable on the 4
corners for an optimal duration.

Overall length

10 sec

Swivel holder of the
interchangeable blade

Distributed by :

Lockable access
to blade holder
Ergonomic handle
flexible plastic
dampener

Beak of piercing

Hanging hole
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